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closed, by the way. A: It is pretty clear, at least to me, that the question you link to: How do I use this
YD-E tool to jump through the NT? is not a duplicate question. I can't see any remotely similar

question which would make it a duplicate of yours. Now, we do not have perfect synonymy across
the SE network. In many cases, what seems to be a duplicate is not. I think you will have to decide
what your parameters are for deciding whether to mark a question as a duplicate, and just keep

referring to them as "this question". It's quite possible that your question will be flagged as a
duplicate as soon as it is asked. That's going to be obvious to anyone reading the question and the

answers on the other question. Simply check what happens after a couple of hours. In all, I would say
it's a perfectly valid question on its own. The next thing I would ask you is whether you should have

asked in the first place, on the basis that it might be easy to just Google "introduction to the Old
Testament". I don't think that you can say that "no one else has asked about this" in your question. I

am not sure it is true. A quick search (Chrome) turned up quite a lot of hits. For example, here is
someone asking for the same thing. According to the close vote button, this is a duplicate of this

question: "Determine the date of the writing of the various books of the New Testament" Perhaps it
is, but you don't know? Do you really need the "exact date of the books of the New Testament" (this
is different from asking "what is the date of the writing of the Epistles of Paul to the churches in the

various cities"?)? This seems to be highly specific to your situation.
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